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  Boxes of Fidget Spinners  

    Check Both-Side Solutions 
     

    The Puzzle 

(You’ve probably seen this puzzle in an 

earlier study guide.  That’s okay.) 

This diagram shows the puzzle of “Marisol 

and Nayeli’s money”.  

 

 

 

 

Nayeli and Marisol have an equal amount of money as each other. They both keep some of 

their money in envelopes. They won’t tell you how much money is in the envelopes, but they 

will tell you that all nine envelopes are holding the same amount.  

Students with strong math skills like to solve these kind of puzzles by 

writing equations.  If we use the variable e to represent the number of 

bills in one envelope, then a good equation is 3e + 13 = 6e + 4. 

    1)  Explain in your words why this equation describes the envelope puzzle from the diagram. 

    Checking a number 

Rosarita wonders if “5” is the solution to 

the equation.  She tries it like this diagram. 

    2)  Was Rosarita correct when she 

guessed that “5” is the solution? Why or 

why not? 

 

 

 

 

3e + 13 = 6e + 4 

3e + 13 = 6e + 4 

3(5) + 13 = 6(5) + 4 

15 + 13 = 30 + 4 

28 = 34 
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    3)  What is the value of 3e + 13 if e = 2?  (This is the same as asking “How much money 

does Marisol have if each envelope holds two dollars?”) 

    4)  What is the value of 6e + 4 if e = 2? 

    5)  This is the same as asking “How much…” 

    6)  What is the value of 3e + 13 if e = 3? 

    7) What is the value of 6e + 4 if e = 3 

    8)  What is the solution to the equation?  In other words, how many dollars are in each 

envelope? 

 

    Boxes of Fidget Spinners 

Notice that this puzzle uses a “>” symbol instead of an equal symbol.  So Drew has more fidget 

spinners than Jaime.  All eight boxes are full and each box holds the same amount as the other 

boxes. 

     9)  If each box held two fidget spinners, how many spinners would Drew have?  How many 

would Jaime have? 

    10)  Does two spinners in a box make the puzzle true or false?  (The puzzle is true if the “>” 

symbol is correct.  In other words, if there are more spinners on the left side than on the right.) 

    11)  Tell another number that makes the puzzle true. 

    12)  Tell a number that makes the puzzle false. 
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    Practice Without Pictures 

     

 

    13)  Is 7 a solution to this inequality?  14)    Is 10?  15)    Is 13?  

 

 

    16)  Is 5 a solution to this equation?  17)    Is 6? 

    18)  Which of these numbers are solutions to the inequality 14m + 3 < 2m + 87 

   5          6         7         8  

    Notes 

Your work from questions #9 through #12 would make good notes.  Make sure to add 

explanations. 

    Challenge 

Write an inequality where 13 and 14 are solutions, but 15 and 16 are not.  Your 

inequality should have variables on both sides of the equal sign. 

  

9e + 4 ≤  8e + 14 

7b + 3 = 5b + 15 
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    Answers 

    2)  No.  She was not correct because 28 does not equal 34. 

    3)    19  4)    16   

    5)  How much does Nayeli have if each envelope holds $2? 

    6)    22  7)    22 

    8)  There are three dollars in each envelope.  With this amount, both girls have $22. 

    9)  Drew would have 11 spinners and Jaime would have 13 

    10)  Two spinners in a box would make the puzzle false.   Jaime would have more spinners 

than Drew. 

    11)  Four spinners in a box would make the puzzle true.  (So would a very high number, like 

16) 

    12)  One spinner in a box would make the puzzle false 

    13)  Yes  14) Yes  15)  No 

    16)  No  17)  Yes 

    18)  5 and 6 are solutions. 

 


